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Supercritical Fluid Chromatography (SFC) interfaced to cold electrospray MS (and other common 
detectors), the next, go there first, analytical technique? …and it’s green too?

In our work in pharma, we use UV, ELSD, and/or MS detection for many tens of thousands of analyses per year, and 
frequently, all 3 of these detection approaches are used simultaneously with each chromatographic instrument.  At the same 

time, we have great need to focus on the polar parts of the molecules to achieve sufficient separation  Often reversed phase (RP) 
separations are insufficient when the polar part of the molecules is the focus.  Normal phase (NP) LC can achieve sufficient 
separations, but tends to be slow, intolerant of high sample loading, and not readily interfaced to MS.  In contrast, using CO2 
as a solvent (SFC) is fast, green, facilitates much easier method development, and tolerates a greater range of sample load than 
NP-LC while generally delivering the same or better NP separation.

While SFC has been long used with a variety of LC detectors, the performance of these detectors with SFC has generally 
been notably lower than commonly achieved with LC.  This is particularly true for MS detection.  Clearly, more progress is 
needed in adapting SFC to the more common LC detection approaches.  This has led us to study the interfacing of each of 
these detectors to SFC individually and in combined set ups with split flows in order to achieve optimal separations (SFC) and 
detection (MS, ELSD, & UV) simultaneously.  The outcome of the study for detector performance is that essentially identical 
detector performance can be achieved with SFC as is observed with RP-LC, even when using cold ESI-MS.  These principles 
are explained and demonstrated for high sensitivity SFC bioanalysis using cold ESI-MS/MS detection as well as Open Access 
SFC/MS also incorporating UV and ELSD detection.  

Our findings are that SFC (w/ UV, ELSD, and/or MS) is not only applicable to polar and/or chiral compounds, but also 
a broad logP range of analytes where RP-LC is commonly used across many business needs.  In this large middle range of 
compounds (>80% of analytes), SFC provides identical results to LC (except reverse elution order).  Thus, it is feasible to shift 
LC analyses to SFC and achieve a green result: a 75% reduction in solvent waste.  We have demonstrated this by shifting 1000s 
of RP-LC samples to SFC to meet timeline and capacity needs.. 
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